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Abstract 
In this paper we investigate the problem of parametric estimation for multidimensional lin- 
ear autonomous homogeneous stochastic differential equations. We prove the Local Asymptoti- 
cal Normality (LAN) property, find the Maximum Likelihood Estimator (MLE). and prove an 
asymptotical efficiency of MLE for bounded loss functions, when the observation time tends to 
infinity. © 1997 Elsevier Science B.V. 
Kevwords .  Linear stochastic differential equations; Local asymptotic normality: Maximum 
likelihood estimator; Asymptotically efficient estimator 
1. Introduction 
There are many recent papers devoted to the estimation of parameters of the drift 
coefficients of diffusion processes from a continuously observed trajectory X, / ¢ [0. T].. 
T +~ (see, e.g. Feigin, 1976; Basawa and Prakasa Rao, 1980; Sweeting, 1980: 
Kutoyants, 1984; Veres, 1987; Yoshida, 1990; Luschgy, 1992; BarndorffNielsen and 
Sorensen, 1994). Generally two separate classes of diffusion processes are considered. 
ergodic and nonergodic ones as T--~ ,~. For the case, when a diffusion process X, i,; 
ergodic for all values of the parameter, the local asymptotic normality of the cone-. 
sponding family of distributions with the normalizing factor T-1'2 was proved, and an 
explicit expression of the Fisher information matrix in terms of stationary distribution 
of Xr was found (see, e.g. Brown and Hewitt, 1975; Feigin, 1976; Basawa and Prakasa 
Rao, 1980; Kutoyants, 1984; Bamdorff-Nielsen and Sorensen, 1994). The situation is 
more complicated for the nonergodic diffusion processes. In this case the limiting dis- 
tribution of normalized estimators cannot be normal, and even the rate of convergence 
can depend on the trajectory. Since the concept of local asymptotic normality as a rule 
fails in this situation, the more general concept of local asymptotic mixed normality 
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(LAMN) was proposed (see, e.g. Jeganathan, 1982; Le Cam, 1986; Veres, 1987; Le 
Cam and Yang, 1990; Lin'kov, 1990; Yoshida, 1990; H6pfner et al., 1990). 
In order to demonstrate he difference between the LAN and LAMN models consider 
the one-dimensional diffusion, described by the following stochastic differential equation 
(SDE) in the sense of It6 (see, e.g. Feigin, 1976; Liptser and Shyryaev, 1977): 
dXt=AXtdt +dWt, Xo-xo. (1.1) 
The solution of this equation is 
f0 t Xt xo eAt ÷ e A(t s)dWs, (1.2) 
and the maximum likelihood estimator has the following form: 
Ar -- f °  Xt dXt 
, fT Xt  2 dt " 
If A < O, it is easy to see that Xt is ergodic, 
5¢(x/T(Ar-A))-~,:. I"(0, 1/2A) as T---+vc, 
(1.3) 
where ~ and 17 are independent, and L-°(~)= S(r/)=.,4"(0, 1/2A). Note that the right- 
hand side of inequality (1.4) is equal to oc for l (x)- Ix l  ~, c~> 1, although for bounded 
loss functions this bound is finite, and is reached by MLE (see Feigin (1976) for close 
results). 
We show in this paper that for the linear homogeneous SDE under general condi- 
tions such distinction between ergodic and nonergodic ases disappears. For illustration, 
consider the one-dimensional diffusion described by the equation: 
dXt=AXtdt+crX, dWt, X0 =x0 ¢ 0. (1.5) 
By It6 formula the solution of this equation is 
(1.6) 
where by S (X)  we denote the distribution of X, and LAN property is valid with 
normalizing factor T 1/2. So, Ar is asymptotically efficient in the following sense: for 
any A < 0, 0 < 6 < IA] and any loss function l(.)C L (for a definition of the class L see 
the Remark 2.6 below) there is no estimator with uniformly in [A - 6,A + 6] better 
risk. 
If A > 0, then IXtl --+ oc as t ---+ oc, and only LAMN condition with normalizing factor 
e Ar is valid for the model. Theorem 1, Section 5.6 in Le Cam and Yang (1990), 
gives the result: for any sequence of estimators Ar and any l(-)CL 
, / \ 2A'~ 
lira lim inf sup El(eA'r(Ar-A ) )~>EI [__ ] ,  (1.4) 
iJ--+O T---*oo A'E[A g~,A+6] \x0 +~/  
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and the maximum likelihood estimator has the form 
1 Xr a 2 
Ar = ~ In - -  + 
X0 2 - '  
It is clear that Ar -A  = (a/T)Wr, so E(Ar -A )  2 = c~2/T. The family of the distributions 
p4 (r) corresponding to the realization X (r) of Xt, 0 <~t <~ T, is log-normal: 
d~l ! '2h 
~, , (X( r ) )  Wr _ ~h 2. In dpir ,  , =h~ 
The Fisher information I (A ) -  1/a 2, and for all A ~ N the rate of convergence is ~/TT 'a 
regardless of A's sign. The reason for this phenomenon is intuitively clear: the mag- 
nitude of the noise increases and decreases imultaneously with the magnitude of the 
signal (this is the general property of the homogeneous SDE). 
Consider the general inear homogeneous stochastic differential equation (LHSDE) 
in the sense of It6 
k 
dX~ AXtdt + Za iXcdwi ( t  ) (1.7a) 
i--I 
with the initial condition 
X0 = x0 ¢ 0, ( 1.7b ) 
where X~ = (xl (t) ..... xj(t))* E ~d (*  means transpose of .  ), A, al ..... ak c M,t(N), i.e. 
are real d × d matrices, and wi(t) are independent s andard scalar Wiener processes on 
a probability space (f2,,Y,P). 
Equations of such type arise in many applications. For applications in mechanics 
see, e.g. Kushner (1967), Arnold (1973), Khasminskii (1980); for financial application 
see, e.g. Karatzas (1989), Karatzas and Shreve (1991). 
We consider here the estimation of the matrix A using the observation (realization) 
X (T) of the process Xt, O<~t<~T. A natural question is: why we do not consider the: 
estimation problem for matrices cri? The answer follows from the two well known facts 
(see Gikhman and Skorokhod (1972) for instance): 
1. The elements of matrices ai are not identifiable: properties of solutions of(1.1.7a~ 
with different at but with the same diffusion matrix 
k 
B(x) Z 
i=1 
are exactly the same. So, only the estimation problem of B(x) is reasonable. 
2. The estimation of B(x) is a "too easy" problem for continuous observations: this ma- 
trix can be evaluated exactly from arbitrarily short interval of observations [a, b], us- 
ing properties of Wiener processes. In more details, consider the partition of interval 
[a,b] into n equal intervals AI n), i=  1 . . . . .  n, and denote by AX,. ~n) the increment of 
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Xt on AI "). Then (see Gikhman and Skorokhod, 1972) 
l 1 AXi(n)(AX.(n)) * ~2~ B(Xt)dt as n---,oc. F/ i=1 a 
Therefore we can consider al .. . .  , ak as known and investigate only the problem of 
estimation of the parameter A. 
Remark 1.1. The problem of estimation of B(x) is interesting in the case, often occur- 
ring in applications, when the trajectory of the diffusion Xt is observed iscretely, see, 
e.g. Dacunha-Castelle and Florens-Zmirou (1986), Genon-Catalot and Jacod (1994). 
Denote by a(x), xE Nd, the d x k dimensional matrix 
~r(x) = (~xx . . . . .  akx). (1.8) 
Now we can write Eq. (1.7) in the following way: 
dXt = AXt dt + a(Xt)dWt, (1.9) 
where Wt = (wt (t) ..... wk(t))*. Obviously 
k 
B(x) = Z aixx*a* = a(x)a*(x). (1.10) 
i -1 
We assume here that the diffusion matrix B(x) is positive definite for all x ¢ 0, 1.e. 
(B(x)y,y)d >0, Vx, yC~d\{O}. (1.11) 
Here and further (.,-)d is the inner product in ~d. The expression (B(x)y,y)d is a 
quadratic form in x for any fixed y, and in y for any fixed x. Therefore it follows 
from (1.11 ) that for all x, y E ~d 
(B(x)y, Y)d >~ Clx121yl 2- (1.12) 
Also it follows from (1.11) that for all x¢0  the diffusion matrix B(x) is invertible, 
and 
3C': (B-I()~)y,y)d>~C'lYl 2 V)~cS d-~, yE~ d. (1.13) 
Now consider two d-dimensional random processes Xt and Yt described by Eqs. (1.9) 
and 
dYt =aYtdt +a(Yt)dWt, (1.14) 
with the same initial condition X0 = Y0 =x0. Denote by p)r) and P~I v) the probability 
measures on the space C([0, T],~d) of continuous functions of [0, T] into ~d cor- 
responding to the processes Xt and Yt, t E [0, T], respectively. It is known (see, e.g. 
Liptser and Shyryaev, 1977, Section 7.6), that for positive definite B(x) the measures 
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pl 7") and p~}r} are equivalent for all A,a~Md(N), and 
(T) T 
In dP, i' ' (x{T ) 
d~tr, )=  
1 
2 
[ (a -A~]*B  1 (X~) dX, 
~00 T- -  [ (a-A)X, ]*B l(X,)(a+A)X, ds. (1.15) 
In this paper we prove the LAN property of the family p~r} with normalizing matrix 
proportional to T ~/2, and study properties of the MLE tbr the model. In spite of the 
fact that a solution Xr of LHSDE as a rule tends to 0 or IXt[ ~ :x3 as t--~ ~ (see, e.g. 
Arnold, 1973; Khasminskii, 1980), in bolh cases properties of estimators are similar: 
the rate of convergence has order , /T,  and the Fisher's information matrix can be 
expressed in terms of the stationary distribution of an auxilary process on the unil 
sphere S d I. 
Remark  1.2. In applications the diffusion matrix B(x) is often singular. Therefore our 
formulation of the problem can be too restrictive. The main goal of this paper is 
to present an approach to analysis of statistical problems concerning LHSDE for the 
simplest assumptions. The heart of this approach is the analysis of a behavior of 
Fisher's information matrix with help of the auxilary diffusion process 2; =)6/I)6] on 
the unit sphere S d-I (the key role of this process for the stability analysis of LHSDE 
is well known, see Khasminskii (1980)). It is known that condition (1.11) guarantees. 
the ergodicity of ).t (see Khasminskii (1980, Chapter 6) or Arnold et al. (1986)). The 
results for more general problems in continuous and discrete time will appear in future 
publications. 
2. Loca l  asymptot i c  normal i ty  (LAN)  
It is more convenient o have parameters in a vector form rather than in a matrix 
form. Therefore we will use the following notation: 
If A is a d × d matrix, then A is the d 2 × 1 column vector 
A : (A l l  . . . . .  A~d . . . . .  Adl . . . . .  Add)*; (2.1 
if X is a d × 1 column vector, then .~ is the d × d 2 matrix: 
l: o .......... ) • . .  0 Xi - . .  A'~; . . . . . . . . . .  00 .~- -X*  ,2 ld . . . (2 .2}  
, iO 0 X, . . .  ~,  
(here and below L; is a d × d unit matrix). Now we can rewrite Eq. (1.9) in the 
following way: 
dXr XrAdt+a(Xr)dWr, (2.3) 
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Often we will write P~r) instead of p)r) having the same measure in mind. The follow- 
ing lemma summarizes ome well known results concerning LHSDE (see Khasminskii, 
1980; Arnold et al., 1986). 
Lemma 2.1. I f  Xt is a solution of  the problem (1.7), and condition (1.11 ) is satisfied, 
then the random process 
2t = Xt/IXt ] (2.4) 
with values on the unit sphere S d- 1 C ~d is a Markov diffusion process with nonsin- 
gular diffusion matrix. This process has the unique stationary distribution PA('), i.e. 
~()~O)=]la ~ ~(2t )=¢ l  A Vt>0,  (2.5) 
and the ergodic property, i.e..for any continuous function f ( . )  : R d ~ Nm 
1/o f, ~ f (2s )ds  ~ J-, f(2)/~A(d2) as T-- ,oo.  (2.6) 
The measure #A(') has a strictly positive density qA(') with respect to the surface 
measure on S d 1. 
Proof. It can be found in the above-mentioned literature. We note only that (1.11) 
implies the H6rmander condition for the process ,,it, and ergodicity of it. The assertions 
of the lemma follow from ergodicity of 2t, see Doob (1953). [] 
Remark 2.2. The density of #A satisfies the Kolmogoro~Fokker-Planck equation. For 
d -  2 this equation is ordinary, and the solution can be found in an explicit form, see 
Khasminskii (1980, Section 6.8, pp. 227 228). For d>2 an explicit expression for the 
density of ]/A as a rule is unavailable. 
Lemma 2.3. Let {f~l~n)(t) = J0c(n)~t~,~°)ln = 1,2 . . . .  } be a sequence of  random m × k 
matrices depending on a parameter O. Suppose f~")(t, co), n = 1,2 . . . . .  are nonantici- 
patin# with respect to a k-dimensional Wiener process Wt, and 
fo I (n) (n)* lim sup E f0 (t, o)),f~; (t, co) dt - lm = 0, 
n~oo 0EO 
where 0 is' some set o f  values o f  the parameter O. Then 
5° f~}")(t, co)dWt --+ ,~ff(O, lm) 
uniformly in 0 as n -+ oc. 
(Here and further for any sequence of distributions {Pn } by Pn ~ P we mean the weak 
convergence.) 
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Proof. Denote 
X(,,)(O,/) dcf (n) . .~ (s) d W,.. 
Then for any y E R m 
y iX i (n ) (O . t )= y*XO' ) (O , t )  £ '  y*j}{/')(s) d ~ 
i I 
is one-dimensional martingale with the filtration generated by ~.  Denote by F~l"l(x) the 
distribution function of the random variable y*X~t(O, 1), and by ~(x) the Gaussian 
distribution function with parameters (0,1). Then (see Liptser and Shyryaev (1989), 
Chapter 5, Section 7, Theorem 2) 
.,supc~¢ F~," ' (x ) -~(x~)  <~C,. Iv*, l}~/')(t)[edt-[3'[2 , 
where (7,. < ,vc for all y c IR m, and does not depend on 0. Thus 
that is 
,im supsup F~l"'(x)- • (~)  
n *vc  0d6)  vd~ 
~<G lim sup E ly*jiTO)l ~ 
n~.oc  0EO 
/ 
= C,. lim sup [E  
\ 
1,3 
dt -  ]y!2 ) 
y* .t;~,"~(~)./i~"~*(t)d~- LI, y :0, 
~ (~L~ y,.X,.(")(o))~.,l,(O, lyl 2) 
\ i=1  
(n) uniformly in O for all y E ITS" as n-+oc. The characteristic function ~po.~(t) of the 
random variable 
m 
y iA i  t ~ J 
i 1 
satisfies 
in 
q~:~i)(t) ~e  FIll:,,2 = H e-t-')'2 2 
i I 
uniformly in 0 as n-~oc. It means that X~n)(O) . . . . .  X,I['/(O) converge to stochastically 
independent Gaussian random variables, and 
5~(X(")(0)) ---+. ~'(0, lm) 
uniformly in 0 as tl -+ oc. [] 
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Recall that A is defined by (2.1). Denote 
I(A) = f ;*B-I(),)~I~A(d2), (2.7) 
Js d I 
where #A(') is the unique invariant distribution of the process At =Xt/IXtl (see (2.5)), 
X, is a solution of the problem (1.7) with parameter A. 
Theorem 2.4. I f  condition (1.11) is satisfied, then at every point A C R d~- the d e x d e 
matrix I(A) is positive definite, and the family p(_r) is locally asymptotically normal 
A 
(LAN) as T-~oo with normalizing matrix T-UzI-L"2(A), i.e. 
dp(_ r) 
A+(TI(~)) ' { ~ } 2h(x(r)) = exp h'AT, 5 -- Ihl 2 + ~br(h,A) , (2.8) 
A 
d 2 where h E ~ , 
o~('(AT,~IP~T)  ---+ ~A/'(0,1d -,) as  T - -+oc ,  
0r(h, A) ~ 0 with respect o p(_r} as T ~ oo. 
A 
Proof. Using notations (2.1), (2.2), we can rewrite Eq. (1.15) in the following way: 
ln ~(X( r~)= fo r (~-  A)*'~* B- '(Xx)dX , 
A 
2 (a -  A)*X~*B ~(xDX,(a + A) ds. 
By Eq. (2.3) 
dP J  ) (X(r)~ 
In d~Sr), 
A 
T 
= .fo (~ - A)*X~*B- 1 (Xs)~r(X") dW~ 
-~  (a - ~)*~s*e-  1(x,)~Xa - ~)ds. 
Let ~ = A+ qffT)h, where q)(T) is a d 2 × d 2 matrix, h E R d~- is a column vector. Then 
dp(_ r~ 
A+cp(T)h 
In dp(_r ) (X {r)) = QI(T) + Q2(T), (2.9) 
A 
where 
Q~(r) = ,fo r h* ~p*(T)X2B l(X~)a(Xs)d~, 
'** E/o 1 Q2(T) =-~h q~ (r )  X s B (X~)Xsds qo(T)h. 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
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Consider the d 2 x d 2 matrix 
HT(X{r)) def 1 f r  = y JT,.* B -  ' (X~)X, as. (2.12) 
Obviously 
Hr(X (r') y ~ \~]  ~ds Hr(~)r'), (2.13) 
where  ,~jT) is the trajectory of ) , t=Xt / lX t l  for O<~t<~f. By kemma 2.1 the process 2~ 
has the unique invariant distribution /aA('), and 
[ -* Hr(X (rt) Hr(2 (r~) ~ 2 B-1(2)7, y,4(dx)def l(A) (2.14) 
I I 
as T--+,x.. Let us show that for all A ¢ [7~ u: the matrix I(A) is positive definite, i.e, 
<1(] )x ,  xL~_ > 0 Vx ~ ~J-~\{0}. 
From (2.7) and (1.13) we get 
(l(])X,X}d2 = ,~, , (~*B l(;~)~X,X>d: yA(d)o) 
' t.>C}d 1<4(d/o)~-C ./s,' ' [~ri2/x4(d).). =/., , (B  l ( ; . )~x ,  " " > ' " 
Obviously 2x ~ Nd, and (~x)i = 2*x (iI, where x l i l= (x< m_ 1t+1 . . . . .  Xdi)*, i -- 1 .. . . .  d 
= ~ =x I i ) *2 )*x ( i )  Therefore (zx)? and 
' \~=1 
d 
i=1  
But for all y E Nd 
• ] I L: v 25.* ttA(dZ) y = )'*2)'*)'ltA(d)O = <),Y)d It.ffd)')>~D[vI : d I J : J I 
[br some D > 0 due to Lemma 2.1. Therefore 
d 
[ IZvI2s~A(d)-) >~ ~-]Dlx(')12 _- NIx[ 2, 
' i= l  
and 
<I(])x,x}d~ >~C'Dlxl 2 Vx c ~,F 
So, I ( ] )  is positive definite and symmetric. It means that det I ( ] )>O,  and 1(])  has 
the symmetric positive definite inverse I I ( ] )  for all A ¢ R 'F. Let us take 
(p(T) = (?(T,])  def 1 -1.'2 -- (2.15) = ~z (A). 
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Now by (2.11) and (2.14) we have 
Q2(T)=-~h* I  i/'2(A)Hr(X(r))I-l/2(A)h ~4 - ½]hl 2 as T ~ oc. (2.16) 
Now consider 
QI(T) = h'AT, ~, (2.17) 
where 
/o A c le f  ( ,o*(T)Xs*,B'  (X,)a(X,) d ~.  (2 .18)  
By the change of variables r = s/T we get 
I01 Ar,7= q~*(T)X*rB-~(Xrr)a(Xrr)dW,-T. 
Recalling that l~,. (1/x/T)WrT is also a Wiener process, and denoting 
f~_r)(r) = ~o*(T)X*rB-l(Xrr)a(Xrr)~f, 
we get 
/o Ar ,~= f~T)(r)dWr. 
By (2.12) and (2.14) we have 
/o' = T ~o*(T)X;B-~(Xrr )~(Xrr )c~*(Xrr )B- l (Xrr )Nrr~o(T)dr  
= q~*(T)[ L r  X-*B '(Xs)'sds]qo(T) 
= I -~/2(~)Hr(X~r))S-~i2(~) ld~ 
as T-+ oc. Since H~-(X(Z))=HT(2 r)) is bounded (see (2.13)), we have 
E A fo I le: 
(T) (T)* lim (r) fA (r)fA (r) dr ---+ O. 
From Lemma 2.3 we get 
L~(Ar]]P(-T))--+~U(0,1d:) as T--~oc. 
, A 
By (2.9), (2.15)-(2.17) 
dPs+(rs(~) ) 1 2 h 
in dp(_ r) (X ( r ) )  = h*Ar ,7  - z Ihl= -]- OT(h'A)'  
A 
where 0r(h,A)~2; 0 as T--+ oc, and our proof is complete. [] 
(2.19) 
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Remark 2.5. Let K be a compact subset of Ed:. Due to Lemma 2.1 2r is a diffusion 
Markov process on S d-1 with nonsingular diffusion matrix not dependent on ,1. The 
drift coefficients of this process are bounded and infinitely smooth functions of ). and A. 
Thus, the transition density pA(), I ,t ,  Z2) of this process is bounded from below by a 
positive constant independent of A E K for t > 6 > 0. It means that the D6blin condition 
(see Doob, 1953, Section 5.5) is fulfilled uniformly in 3EK.  Therefore the transition 
density converges to the stationary density q.4(') as t ~ ~c, and 
sup[p, l ( ) , l , t , ) .2)  - qA(),2)l <kle  ~:~, (2.20) 
5,~A 
where kl ,k2 >0 do not depend on 3. It easily follows from (2.20) that for any contin- 
uous function ,q(.)" S d I __+ ~l 
-;L L sup E.~ ,q(2,) dt - g(2) l(4(d),) ---~ 0 .4CK ' , a I (2.21) 
as T -~ oc. In particular for g(,:.)=7,*B(2)2 from (2.21) we get 
supE. ,~lHr(X ~r)) I(3)12--+0 as T -+~.  (2.22) 
~cK 
It follows from (2.22) and (2.19) that 
• I ld: lira sup E~ r) f ,IT) ,(r)* iS- (r) J5 (r) dr - - *  O. 
T-  , ~C . l f f  K , , 
Therefore by Lemma 2.3 
(-/q ~" r. 5 ! P(--r))--+~ l "(O' ld2 " uniformly in K as T - - *~.  
-) -) ~j 
1~. -3 ,  
_~ ( 2.24 
Remark 2.6. (The minimax lower bound). Denote by L the class of functions l" ~,/: 
~[~+ with properties: l (0) - -0 ,  l ( -x )  l (x),  the set {x: l ( x )<C} is convex for all 
C>0,  Vs:>0 3C,:>0: [ I (x ) [<CS :lxl:. It follows from Theorem 2.4 and the Hajek 
Le Cam mini-lnax lower bound (see, e.g. lbragimov and Khasminskii, 1981, Section 
2.12, Theorem 1 ) that for any estimator 3 r  of parameter A, any loss function l(- ) ~: L, 
any 6>0,  and any A0 E Nd'- 
l iminf sup E~r) I ( , /T I I :2 (A) (Ar -A) )>~EI (~) ,  
T~,  1.1 .1~,1<6 
where S (~)  = I ' (0, l~t-'). 
3. Maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) 
Let X~ be a solution of problem (1.7) with unknown parameter A, and let X Ift be an 
observation ofXt, t c [0, T]. Then the maximum likelihood estimator ,4 of the parameter 
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A is 
dp(~) = AT = AT(X (~)) def arg max __.A__A (y(T) 
AC.~J dp~ r) "~- "' 
where s~' is some set of possible values of parameter A. As in Section 2 we will 
write Eq. (1.7a) in the form (2.3) and find the maximum likelihood estimator for the 
parameter A written in the vector form A. From Eq. (1.15), denoting 
Jo UT(X (T)) dezf Ys~B J(X~.)X~ds, (3.1a) 
Vr(X(r)) de__f ~,B_J(Xs)dX~, (3.1b) 
we get 
= arg max(A* Vr(X (r)) - ½A* Ur(X (r))A), (3.2) 
A C.~ 
where ~def  {ME [~d21 A E ~}.  
Let us show that the matrix Ur(X (r)) is positive definite a.s.  for all T>0,  i .e.  
(Ur(X(r))y,y)d: >0 VyE Rd~\{0}. 
By (2.13) 
UT(X (T)) = THT(X (T)) = THT( 2(T)), 
where HT(X (T)) is defined in (2.12), and ) , t -x j l x t ]  (see (2.4)). Therefore by (1.13) 
/o Jo (Ur(X(r))Y, Y)d: = *--* - y ).sB 1(2 , )2 ,yds= (B-l(2s)2,y,),,.y}ads (3.3) 
>1 C' ]2sy[ 2 ds C'y* ~*~ = zs/,s ds y. (3.4) 
It is enough to show that 
T T d det/° (det/0 " ) • , /,s2~ ds  >0.  
But D is the Gramm determinant for 21 (s) . . . . .  2d(s). It is known that D/> 0, and D = 0 
if and only if for some constants Ci C •, i = 1 . . . . .  d, such that ~ ia j  C/2 >0,  the equality 
d 
Z Ci3~i(S) = 0 
i=1 
is valid for all s E [0, T]. But the Markov process 2,. on S d 1 is not concentrated a.s. 
on any hyperplane due to the Lemma 2.1. So, D>0,  and the matrix Ur(X (r)) is a.s. 
positive definite and invertible. 
Now we can see that for a big enough set .d the estimator 2 is the unique solution 
of the equation 
A simple computation shows that 
and 
z= U;‘(X(T))V&Y(T)). (3.5) 
Proof. We have shown that 
:r = (J’r ‘(X’~‘)VQ’~‘). 
where U~(X(“) and Vr(XIT)) are defined by (3.1). By (2.3) 
VT(X’T’) = 
I 
>T .T 
x,*B-‘(/Y,)X,,A ds + 
. 0 i 
F,*B--‘(X\))o(PL,)dK 
% 0 
.T 
= UT(X(T))A + 
i 
~,~B~‘(X,)o(,Y,)dC~. 
0 
Therefore 
ii ~ ;3 = r/,‘(X(T’) 
.T 
.I 
F,*B-‘(X,)o(X,)dCt:. 
0 
and 
(,1~‘(T,A)(~-A)-cil-‘(T,;j)~~,‘(.Y(T))(i7 -‘(T,il)A,, 
= p(3&(/y’7“)II 2(;i)A ~ 
T 1 1 . 
where a.7 is defined by (2.18). By (2.22) 
VJ:>O sup~~‘{l(~~‘(T,ii)(~~~)~~~,~~>i:}~O as T-x 
A E K 
Now, by (2.24) we have 
y’(cp~‘(T,;3)(~~~)l~~))i. I’(O.l&) 
uniformly in K as T-x’. Cl 
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Corollary 3.2. The estimator A is asymptotically efficient in any compact subset 
K c R d2 for all bounded loss Junctions l(.)E L, where L is defined in Remark 2.6. 
Proof. From Theorem 3.1 we have 
5¢(~o-I(T,A)(~ - A) I P(-- r)) -+ Y (0 ,  ld. ~ ) = S(~)  
A 
uniformly in AdK as T---~cxD. Therefore, since l(.) is bounded, 
lim E~-r)l[~o ~(T,A)(~ - A ) ]=E I (~)  
T~oo A 
uniformly in A E K. [] 
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